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Chapter 1441 

 “A saint?!” Meena gasped vehemently. The difficulty level for a saint in kill a level four warrior emperor 

was zero. 

Severin stopped caring about Meena and walked over to the bad guys to collect their spatial rings. After 

that, he waved his hand. The bad guys bodies hovered into the air and flew out one by one to the forest 

where the enchanted beast would 

endeavor them. 

“Gosh! Your telelnesis is so strong!” Meena exclaimed as she watched Severin sending those bodies out 

easily. A task that was difficult for most people. 

“Please forgive me. It was really a misunderstanding. I’m so sorry.” 

” 

Once again, Meena apologized as she felt bad. She was nothing but grateful to Severin and Sheila for 

sheltering and also killing those bad guys Severin looked at her and said, “I’m a gentleman and that’s not 

going to be a big issue for me.” 

Upon hearing that, Meena cracked a smile. “That’s good. I take that you accept my apology.” 

“Oh, you’re free to stay here for the night. I presume you will recover when morning comes,” Severin 

offered. 

“Will I disturb both of you?” Meena asked embarrassedly. 

Severin and Sofia looked like a perfect match for being a handsome guy and a beautiful woman. Sofia 

did not refute when the bad guys said she was Severin’s woman just now. Hence, Meena could safely 

assume they were a couple 

Severin smbled. “No. It’s morning snon anyway. 

Meena nodded. “Thank you so much. You are my saviors. I have stayed in this forest for a long period 

too and I haven’t encountered any serious danger. In fact, I was planning to go back today but I bumped 

into those perverts and I really thought I was done fur.‘ 

Sofia smiled bitterly. “There are really a lot of perverts in this foggy forest. We saw a couple this evening 

too.” 

Meena smiled. “That’s because you’re very beautiful. I’m not as beautiful as you but they also had their 

eyes on me. Even as a woman, I think you’re very beautiful. If I’m a man, I would die to be together with 

you.” 

Both women sat beside the bonfire and started chatting happily. Meanwhile, Severin dumped out all the 

items in the spatial rings he collected. “Haha! There are a lot of spiritual herbs in their spatial rings. Forty 

over four–grade spiritual herbs, More than a hundred third–grade spiritual herbs. And countless 

second–grade ones.” 
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Meena smiled. “Those bad guys deserved to be killed and these are the reward you got for doing that.” 

Severin replied, “Of course. I don’t steal from good people. And those guys don’t deserve to use these 

spiritual herbs anyway.” After categorizing all the spiritual herbs, Severin asked, “Hey, Miss Meena. How 

long have you been in here?” 

Chapter 1442 

Meena replied, “Let’s see… more than twenty days I think.” 

Severin gasped, “More than twenty days! Then you must have reached the deepest side of the forest. 

Isn’t it too dangerous for you to enter that area with your attainment?” 

“So I didn’t go there. I have been wandering around the outer part most of the time,” Meena answered. 

Sofia joined the conversation. “She’s not too bad. You shouldn’t compare her with yourself. And her 

telekinesis is not as strong as yours. So she could not travel far in one day. The distance you travel in a 

day is probably three or four times further than hers.” 

Severin thought of what Sofia said and nodded. ‘Sofia is right. Our speed is different so I shouldn’t use 

my speed to determine how far Meena went, he thought.. 

Then he asked, “Hey since you have been in the forest for so long, you must have met a lot of people. 

Did you hear or meet anyone from Capra Hall?” 

Meena frowned and said, “Capra Hall? I know my capabilities so I normally avoid people when I see 

them because I don’t want to create any trouble. I have never heard about anything about Capra Hall” 

Severin just realized he had asked a stupid question. Who in the world would want to be a busybody 

that pried on other people’s business? The foggy forest was a dangerous place. No one would be dumb 

enough to bring danger to themselves. 

Despite that, Severin was not about to give up. “Then have you seen or heard of Billie Moreno and his 

wife, Lulu?” 

Clearly, the answer was expected. Meena shook her head. “No…” 

She thought for a while and said, “Oh. I heard there are some forces that live in this forest because they 

were trying to avoid their enemies. They hardly left the forest, Could the Capra Hall you mentioned face 

the same situation?” 

Severin smiled bitterly and nodded. “Yes. I don’t need to keep it a secret from you. I’m here because I’m 

looking for them.” 

Meena smiled bitterly. “I’m sorry but I have really never seen or heard of thein before. I’m sure with 

your attainment and. strong telekinesis, the chances of you finding them are very high.” 

“Thanks anyway.” Severin smiled. 

“You’re welcome. I didn’t do anything to help you. Oh, I heard there is a force called Devil Gang in the 

forest. The Gang has many strong members. They would capture people who came in here and force 
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them to work for them. No one can disobey them. Maybe they have captured the people from Capra 

Hall or the people you are looking for.” 

“Devil Gang?” Severin was stunned. 

Then he thought, ‘Maybe Meena was right. Maybe the Devil Gang had captured Billie and the others 

from Capra Hall. That’s why I can’t find any information. I think if they are still alive, there is where they 

are.‘ 

Chapter 1443 

 “Yes. That’s what I heard and that is why everyone is very careful when they come in here. Rumor has 

it. They know a special technique which could control people’s minds and force them to work for them,” 

Meena elaborated more. 

After a while, Sofia walked over to Severin. She frowned and said, “Hey, do you think the Devil Gang has 

captured Billie and Lalu? It has been two years since they entered the forest and they’d never gone back 

before. At least they’d still be alive if they were held hostage.” 

Severin nodded. “Yes, I’m thinking the same thing too. Either they are dead or the Devil Gang has 

captured them.” 

Then he chuckled and said, “Haha. Now I’m really looking forward to meeting the Devil Gang. Maybe we 

can even help Tara and Lina to gather some information about their parents.” 

“I see. So the reason you are here is to search for people. You’re not really here on a treasure hunt,” 

Meena said. 

Severin smiled. “We also take this opportunity to gather some spiritual herbs. Look at how much we 

have gathered.” 

After hearing that, Meena covered her mouth and laughed. The next day, her injury had recovered fully. 

All of them left the 

cave. 

Meena cupped her hand and said, “Thank you for helping me. Without both of you, I’ll never live to see 

the sun today. If there is ever a chance in the future, feel free to come to find me in Littleton. I’m from 

Littleton. When you’re there, just ask about the Cameys and you can find me easily.” 

“Sure. We’ll visit you if we are free. You better don’t forget us when you see us the next time,” Severin 

joked because he knew Meena only said that out of courtesy. 

“Of course not! You two are my saviors. I don’t even know how to repay you. You must really find me if 

you’re there. I’ll show you around,” Meena replied with a bright smile. 

“Sure. Take care and be careful. You better go home now.” Severin waved and bid goodbye to her. 

When Meena was out of his sight, Severin asked, “Littleton. I have never heard of this city before. Have 

you?” 
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Sofia answered, “Littleton is an island, surrounded by sea. Most of the people who live there are able to 

train. The island is quite far from the mainland so you can’t find it on most of the Dracodom’s maps. It’s 

kind of like Cappom. I roughly know where it is but I have never been there before so I don’t know much 

about it too.” 

Severin nodded and started walking. “It’s so good to have you with me. You know a lot of things that I 

don’t.” 

It was so sweet of Severin. She did not know she was so important to Severin. She was walking behind 

Severin when she reminisced what happened last night Then she bit her lip and felt so shy 

Chapter 1444 

The both of them continued their journey. Just like before, Severin used his telekinesis to set up a 

perimeter. 

“Huh? A third–grade high–rank spiritual herb! Haha!” 

Several minutes later, he sensed a third–grade high–rank spiritual herb within his perimeter. He quickly 

grabbed Sofia’s hand and flew over too as he was afraid someone else might harvest it before him. 

Soon, they found the spiritual herbs. Severin took a look and was delighted to realize it was a spiritual 

herb that was used commonly in most of the recipes. He squatted down and harvested it. 

Meanwhile, Sofia stood guard to monitor if there was any incoming danger. “We’re lucky. Normally 

there would be an enchanted beast guarding this high–grade spiritual herb.” 

“Give it to me! I was the one who discovered it first!” 

Suddenly, someone shouted. At the same time, a spiritual energy beam came flying at them from the 

heavy fog not far from them. Severin looked over and saw there was someone in a white dress closing in 

on them. 

“I’m the one who harvested it. How dare you say you discovered the spiritual herb first?” 

Severin was not going to give in so easily. He waved his hand and formed a spiritual energy beam too. 

“Boom!” A loud thudding sound appeared. Severin’s spiritual energy beam easily tackled the opponent’s 

spiritual energy 

beam 

“Her attack is very strong. It’s just a simple attack but it’s so strong. At least I know I wouldn’t be able to 

withhold the attack” 

Sofia was dumbstruck when she saw how strong the opponent’s spiritual energy beam was. It was 

almost the power of a level five warrior emperor. With that, she presumed the opponent could be a 

level seven or eight warrior emperor. Not many people could reach that level and she did not think they 

would meet such a strong opponent so quickly. 

“It’s you!” 
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The girl was very angry but when she got closer and saw Severin, she was shocked. She was no other 

than Stephanie. The girl who tried to win the bid for the triple–chambered cauldron at Flalong Auction 

Center. She even followed Severin back to where he stayed with the intention to steal the cauldron 

back. Albeit, she failed 

Never in her wildest dream that she think she was going to meet Severin again just a few days after the 

incident. 

“It’s you. The one who tried to outbid me in Flalong Auction Center!” 

Severin was stunned too. He smiled and did not reveal that he knew she tried to steal the cauldron from 

him at night. After all, Stephanie had the mask on to prevent Severin from recognizing her. Plus, Severin 

also knew she was a member of a sect and she was afraid her action would bring shame to her sect. 

“Daman it. What bad luck do I have? How did I end up meeting you here!” 

Looking at Severin reminded her of the time she lost the bid. When she returned to the sect, she felt so 

embarrassed. She had been having a bad mood since then. 

Chapter 1445 

 “Severin. She’s from the Ancient Cloud Sect. It’s a third–tier sect and much stronger than Stormy Moon 

Sect,” Safia reminded. 

She noticed the token on Stephanie’s waist and walked over to Severin. That had Severin a little worried. 

When the sect was classified as third–tier, it meant there was at least a saint in the sect. At this paint, 

Severin did not know what level the saint was. He could he level three and above which meant Severin 

was not the saint’s match. 

Severin smiled, “I’m the one who found this spiritual first and I’m the first one who harvest it. How could 

you say it’s yours? Don’t you think you’re being a little too unreasonable?” 

Although Stephanie never liked Severin, she knew how powerful Severin was. She pouted and said, “I 

discovered this spiritual herb with my telekiness but I got here ton late. Both of you were just a few 

seconds faster than me. Argh! I’m so angry!‘ 

At this point, there was no evidence to prove who was the first who discover the spiritual herb. Severin 

smiled, “But it doesn’t mean it belongs to you even if you see it first. I’m the first one who harvested it 

sa it should belong to me. Ain’t that right?” 

“Never mind. It’s just a spiritual herb. I can’t be bothered wasting my time arguing with you. I’m going to 

search for other spiritual herbs. Who knows I probably discover a fourth–grade spiritual herb. 

Stephanie waved her hand and disappeared within Severin and Sofia’s sights by leaping a few times. 

Sofia was surprised to see how easily Stephanie dealt with the situation. “She’s not that bad. At least, 1 

thought she was going to fight you over the spiritual herbs. I can tell her attainment is very high from 

that attack Gosh, I’m shocked to see her give up so easily.” 

Severin shrugged. “Maybe she knows she can’t defeat me.” 

The conversation between Severin and Stephanie had Sofia wondering. Do you two know each other?” 
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Severin nodded. “Well, I can’t say we know each other but we saw each other before. She tried to 

outbid me in an auction but she didn’t win it because she didn’t bring enough spiritual stones.” 

Both of them continued the journey as they talked. 

“Oh. What should we do if we bumped into the Devil Gang? Do we kill them? Hut how are we p Lulu’s 

information if we kill them? Sofia asked as she thought. 

ure we going to know about Billie and 

Severin gave it a thought and said, “Let’s see how it goes. I can’t give you 

you an exact answer for now.” 

I heard people fighting there. Come on, let’s go over and take a look Maybe they are fighting over a 

treasure.” 

Shortly, Severin heard a fighting sound in front of them. As they were up on the hill, they looked down 

and saw four people trying to kill an enchanted beast. 

“Those people are just warrior kings. The enchanted beast is not very strong either. But the spiritual 

herb it protects is actually a fourth–grade low–rank” 

Once Sofia monitored the situation, she was delighted. It seemed like Severin was going to add on 

another spiritual herb. “Haha. Based on their outfit, I say they are a bunch of rogue fighters. Then I have 

nothing to worry about.” Severin chuckled. After that, he went down together with Sofia. 

“Hey, guys. You can stop now because this spiritual herbs is going to be mine,” Severin said politely and 

calutly but hits tone sounded demanding 

“What the hell? We have been fighting this enchanted beast for so long. Do you think we are just going 

to give this spiritual herb to you because you said so?” 

Chapter 1446 

One of the guys glared murderously at Severin. 

Another woman who was busy fighting the spirit beast immediately flew back and glanced at Severin. 

“You’re very arrogant, aren’t you, kid? Do you genuinely think we’ll just give this valuable spiritual herb 

based solely on what you said?” 

Severin ignored them and disappeared in a flash, leaving an afterimage in the place where he stood. The 

next second, he appeared in front of the spirit heast and struck a firm punch, sending the spirit beast 

flying. Several huge trees were knocked down in quick succession. The spirit beast then fell to the 

ground and bled profusely. 

“Such.. incredible strength!” The four people were utterly shocked. They had spent so much time 

fighting against the spirit beast but were unable to secure victory. Severin, however, killed the beast 

instantly. The difference between their strength was simply too obvious. 

“We should leave. We might have just bumped into a warrior emperor, and by the looks of it, a strong 

one.” 
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“Well, maybe he’s the most treasured individual of a certain sect. We can’t afford to mess with someone 

like that. Let’s go!” 

“Yes. We should make haste. We’re lucky he didn’t snatch our spatial rings.” 

“Keep your voice down! We wouldn’t want him to get any ideas. Let’s just leave already!” 

After being shocked by what they saw, they muttered a few words and left in a hurry. 

Severin did not bother to even glance at them. As the saying goes, the winner takes all. He walked over 

and gathered the spiritual herb before putting it away. “Fourth–grade low–rank spiritual herbs are the 

main material used to refine pills, but even I have no idea when I’ll get the chance to use them.” 

“Your alchemical talent is high enough that you probably will use it in no time. I believe in you!” 

Sofia walked over with a smile and said to Severin, “Let’s continue looking for other treasures! 

Severin nodded and the two continued to search for more spiritual herbs. 

Not long later, the two of them heard a battle occurring not far away. They wondered if it could be two 

sides fighting over something valuable and immediately rushed to the direction where the sound came 

from. 

“Haha, where do you think you’re going? You can’t even escape! 

Sofia and Severin discovered that two young girls had been surrounded by three men. There were no 

valuable herbs or anything of the sort around them. 

“I don’t think those guys are here because of any spiritual herbs.” Severin felt a little disappointed to see 

no herbs around. Sofia then said sympathetically, “They’re just teens. We should save them.” 

Chapter 1447 

Severin did not wish to be a busybody at first because he had no obligation to save strangers. However, 

Sofia’s kindness led him to nod at her, “If you put it that way, then I’ll help them.” 

Sofia smiled subtly. “Thank you. These perverts are the most despicable.” 

However, the following conversation made Severin’s heart skip a beat. “Come clean with us. How many 

people are therein. Capra Hall? And where is Capra Hall hiding right now? You’ll die a miserable death if 

you don’t tell us anything.” 

Then, the man said, “But if you tell us what we want to know about Capra Hall, then we’ll spare your life 

and act as if we’ve never run into you! 

“Capra Hall” Severin and Sofia exchanged an elated glance at each other when they were told that those 

two young girls were from Capra Hall 

Sofia initially wanted to rush out and save the girls, but to her surprise, Severin held her back 

Sofia glanced at Severin in confusion. Severin then said softly, “Let’s see if either of them will betray 

their hall.” 
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Sofia immediately understood what Severin’s aim was. There could not have been a better time to test 

whether Capra Hall’s people were united and loyal. After all, the threat of death was certainly a 

compelling enough reason to betray one’s comrades in exchange for being allowed to survive. 

One of the girls frowned hesitantly, but after a while, she sneered and said, “You probably won’t spare 

us even if we spill everything to you. Don’t try to take us for fools. We know exactly what kind of people 

you are, and we don’t believe your ball at all” 

The other girl added, “You’re right, Clara. We mustn’t tell them anything or else everyone in Capra Hall, 

including my parents, will be dead. I’d rather sacrifice myself right now than betray Capra Hall.” 

Clara’s resolution seemed to become even timer. “I fully agree. The only reason these guys have never 

succeeded in locating us is because we’re united. None of our people have ever betrayed each other, 

and we won’t be the first ones to break that trend!” 

“Hmph,” the girls said. “Our hall master and several of our elders have made huge strides in their 

breakthrough. It won’t take long before our hall master brings us out of this place and destroys the 

Jorgens to avenge all of us.” 

“Haha, you two sure are stubborn. It’ll be too late for you to regret it when we start torturing you. In the 

end, you’ll end up telling us everything anyway.” 

Another guy laughed. “Look at you. You’re both sweet young things. I’m sure we’ll be able to enjoy 

ourselves to the fullest with you later.” 

Following that remark, the four men were already raring to attack them. 

“Guys like you deserve to die!” Severin roared from the mist not far behind 

The four men turned around and saw Severin walking out of the thick fog with Solla Severin’s handsome 

face was slightly stemer than before, and he had a cold murderous look too. Everyone who laid eyes on 

him unconsciously felt afraid. 

“Are they here to save us, Clara? Did Capra Hall send them?” The short girl asked Clara. 

Chapter 1448 

Clara shook her head after looking at Severin and Sofia. “I don’t think they’re from Capra Hall. We don’t 

have a lot of members currently. He’s handsome, and she’s very beautiful too, so I would’ve 

remembered them if they came.” 

The short girl nodded after some thought and asked skeptically, “Why would they want to save us, 

then?” 

“Maybe they’re doing it out of the kindness of their heart. We don’t know what their attainment is 

though, so it’ll be pretty depressing if they lose to these guys.” Clara smiled bitterly. Nevertheless, she 

still felt a glimmer of hope in their heart when Severin and Safia appeared out of nowhere and rescued 

them. 

“Who are you? Do you want to get yourselves killed? We’re warrior kings, so beat it before we go rough 

on you!” one of the four men warned. 
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Another sald, “The Jorgens sent us here along with a few other groups. It’d be pretty stupid of you to 

offend us. Think twice before you do anything!” 

Severin could not be bothered to entertain their nonsense. “Sorry to burst your babble, but I’ve been 

meaning to kill the Jorgens people. No one will be able to stop me from doing that.” 

you like bluffing, do you? Only a truly powerful person will be able to fight us.” A level four warrior king 

clenched his list and attacked Severin in a flash. 

However, Severin shifted his body to the side and dodged the attack easily. He then turned around and 

kicked the man’s chest. A dull thud was heard. The impact sent the man flying several hundred meters 

away until he finally crashed lifelessly to the ground. 

“How is that even possible?” One of the three remaining men had an attainment that was almost on 

their dead comrade’s level, while the other two were far inferior. They were stunned as soon as they 

saw that scene. 

Only those with an attainment of at least two levels higher would be able to kill them in an instant. 

“Run” one of the men yelled as soon as the three of them realized that they were in big trouble.. 

“Trying to run, bula?” Sofia had been wanting to end their lives since a long time ago. She immediately 

dashed toward them as soon as she saw that they were attempting to flee. None of them were a match 

for Sofia, and she needed less than ten seconds to make light work of them. 

“They’re both so strong! Even if they’re not warrior emperors, then they’re probably at least a level 

seven or level eight warrior king. Clara gulped and began to wonder if she had misread it. 

The calmness that Severin and Sofia exuded made Clara confident enough that she and her triend would 

have been saved. However, she did not expect that Severin and Sofia could kill the Jorgens‘ men so 

effortlessly. Their power was one to be reckoned with: 

Sofia took off the four dead men’s spatial rings and handed them to Severin. “It’s a shame that their 

attainment is too low for us to start warming up” 

Severin smiled at the two girls. “Are you from Capra Hall?” 

Chapter 1449 

The two girls had their guard up after hearing what Severin said. 

Clara turned to Severin and asked, “Why did you save us?” 

Severin’s mind went black for a moment. It was not yet time for him to reveal his identity, so he just 

smiled and said, “Hehe. For the most part, It’s because I have a connection to your hall master. I’m here 

to search for him.” 

The other girl said to Clara, “They don’t look like bad people, Clara. I’m pretty sure they wouldn’t have 

saved us if they were. I don’t think they’re from the Jorgens either, otherwise, they could have just put 

on an art of beating up those four people. instead of killing them without a second thought.” 
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Clara concurred. 11 Severin was in calouts with the four people from earlier, then he could have just 

clused the four men away. After pondering over it, she gestured respectfully at Severin and said, “You 

mentioned that you were here to look for our hall master?” 

Severin nodded with a smile. “Yes. I came here to look for your hall master. Please bring me to him. I 

trust that he’ll be very happy to see me.” 

“oh umm…” Clara frowned. “Our hall master told us not to tell anyone where we’re hiding because it’s 

simply too dangerous. I’m afraid that people from the forgens will find us.” 

“Hehe, that’s now a thing of the past. I promise you that you have nothing to be afraid of anymore,” 

Severin said with a chuckle. “Your hall master, Bowen Lineker, is a good friend of mine. I do hope to 

meet him.” 

When Severin mentioned the name of take you there.” 

of their 

hall master, Clara nodded and said, “Olay You don’t seem like bad people, so I’ll 

Clara, along with Gigi–the short girl who came with her, led the way. 

“My name is Gigi. I’m grateful to the two of you for helping us earlier. We would’ve been dead if you 

hadn’t saved us. I’m not sure how much you know about Capra Hall, but most of our members are fram 

the same family, the Linekers. We have also recruited a lot of other disciples from outside ton.” 

Gigi no lunger had her guard up against Sudia and Severin. She did not shy away from telling Severin 

about Capra Hall. “When we hild,” Gigi continued, “we split up isto several different divisions so the 

Jorgens wouldn’t be able to get to all of us at once if they manage to locate us. That would help to 

soften the blow of our casualties, if only by a little.” 

Clara was speechless after hearing Gigi blurting it all out. She planned to bring Severin and Sofia to the 

division they were in and do two things before bringing the two of them to meet their hall master: 

firstly, they needed to make sure that Severin and the others were completely safe; secondly, consent 

had to be sought from the hall’s elders before they could bring Severin and Sofia to meet their hall 

master. 

Gigi, however, had revealed almost everything about the hall! Clara tried to hint at Gigi to stop, but Gigi 

was completely oblivious to everything! 

Severin could not help himself from feeling amused because Clara was winking desperately at Gigi while 

also trying to ensure that he and Sofia did not notice them. 

After some thought, he asland Gigi, “How many people are there in your hall now? Do you go out 

searching for spiritual herbs. often? Is it always this dangerous? 

Gigi smiled. “It’s super dangerous, of course! But the hall’s progress hinges on our search for valuable 

itens. This place is advantageous to us because it is dangerous, and there are many spiritual herbs here. 

We just need to be more careful and avoid the Jorgens‘ detection.” 

Chapter 1450 
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A sudden thought then occurred to Gigi and she added, “Oh, and there are also the guys from the Devil 

Gang. We can’t let 

them find us either. It’ll be very troublesome if they do. Those people are even more frightening. They 

have so many strong people in their ranks, and it would always be best to hide.” 

Severin knew that Capra Hall considered warrior emperors to be very strong. It was thus understandable 

that the two of them. would be sa scared. He then asked curiously. “We overheard you saying that your 

hall master will seek revenge on Jorgens sometime later. 1 take that to mean that you’re making some 

very good progress. In that case, your hall master would probably have a high attainment.” 

Gigi said with a smile, “Yes. He’s now a level three warrior emperor, and our two elders are level two 

warrior emperors.” 

“That’ll save me a lot of time and effort,” Severin muttered to himself. He need not do anything further 

or worry that there might not be enough time, since the hall master had already reached the goal. 

“How many members do you have in the ball now? How confident is the hall to take revenge against the 

Jorgens? I’m sure the Jorgens have already developed very well in the past few years,” Sofia asked again. 

Gigi answered, “We have ” 

“Gigi” Clara interrupted before Smile could say anything. “Don’t you think you’re being a bit too 

talkative? The number of nur members is strictly confidential. It’s not something you can just tell people 

on a whim!” 

Gigi smiled sheepishly. She then pouted and said, “T. I just think that they’re good people. They won’t 

do anything to harm 

“Let the elders decide after meeting them,” Clara repbed awkwardly. “This is something that lower– 

hierarchy members like us shouldn’t get involved in.” 

Gigi pursed her lips. “Okay.” 

Severin then decided to change the subject. “By the way, how did you offend the Jorgens in the first 

place? I believe you can share that information with me, at least.” 

Clara nodded. ‘Back then, the Jorgens‘ scion took a fancy to our hall master’s granddaughter. He was a 

fat, short, and ugly man. He had a nasty reputation to boot ton. Our hall master refused to let his 

granddaughter marry her, but the guy tried forcing the marriage. The conflict escalated as a result.” 

They arrived at the fout of a big mountain and they chatted and walked for about three or so hours. 

“Several of our divisions are located on that mountain, but on different peaks. The one below is 

responsible for ensuring security,” Gigi explained to Solia and Severin, much to Clara’s displeasure. 

“Gigi? Clara? Didn’t the two of you go out hunting for valuable items? Why are you back so soon?” 

several members of the patrol team stepped forward to ask Clara and Gigi 

One of the men looked at Severin and Sudia before asking with a serious expression, “Why did you bring 

strangers here? Have you forgotten the rules that we’ve set?” 



 


